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AWARE Program
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3 year, ~$20M 

Economical, wide-field, high-
resolution snapshot imaging



AWARE team

Approximately 20–30 people 
working on the project on a daily 
or near-daily basis
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Goal
Economical, wide-field, high-resolution, 

snapshot imaging

• Economical: Must be cost-competitive ($$ and other costs)
• Wide-field: Works over a large angle
• High-resolution: Able to see fine details
• Snapshot: Captures entire scene in an instant; no pan-and-scan (video 

or near-video is possible)

These goals create what I will call the 
optical challenge and the data-management challenge



Optical challenge



Optical challenge
Physics imparts a fundamental limit on the resolution 

of an optical system

Sampling more finely than this (e.g. with smaller pixels) 
produces more numbers, but doesn’t provide any new 

information
Pixel-limited Optics-limited

finer sampling would help finer sampling is a waste of
resources



Optical challenge
We want the optical resolution to be as high as possible

Approaching the limit set by physics 
is challenging when:
• The input optics are large, and;
• The angles involved are large
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MOSAIC will demonstrate 2 
arc second ifov over a 120o 
field: a snapshot gigapixel 
camera in a volume smaller 
than 0.01 m3. 

Multiscale 

Optical Sensor 

Array Imaging 

Cameras 

MOSAIC  white paper submitted to  

Dr. Dennis Healy, DARPA MTO 

The MOSAIC Problem 

We propose to increase the channel capacity of 

EO/IR imaging systems by 3H6 orders of 

magnitude. The channel capacity of an imaging 

system is th����������	����������������������
�
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channel capacity is the ratio of the field of view 

(FOV) to the angular resolution or 

instantaneous field of view (ifov).  

 

Figure 1. Channel capacity,N, vs. scale, M. 

 

While significant design and estimation 

challenges must be addressed, it is not 

uncommon for digital imagers to approach 

diffraction limited ifov performance over a 

limited field. Small aperture systems, such as 

microscopes or cell phone cameras, may even 

achieve strong ifov performance over a 

relatively wide FOV. As illustrated in Fig. 1, 

however, imager channel capacity degrades as 

a function of scale. The baseline scale (M=1) 

corresponds t o imagers with approximately 

1000#� aperture size, for which megapixel 

channel capacity can be achieved in reasonable 

optics. This corresponds to 1 mm apertures at 

visible frequencies. As aperture size increases 

to 1 cm, however, conventional optical channel 

capacity does not rise to 100 megapixels. The 

upper trace in Fig. 1 corresponds to the 

channel capacity � �2 scaling of the physical 

limit. The middle trace assumes that geometric 

blur is 1% of diffractive at M=1 and the lower 

trace assumes that geometric blur is 10% of 

diffractive blur. As scale increases, geometric 

aberration eliminates the increase in channel 

capacity one should expect from larger 

aperture sizes.  

Legacy Approaches 

Current systems rely on full aperture lens 

processing to form images. Geometric 

aberrations as the lens system scales force a 

reduction in field of view. To obtain a large 

field of view, sodaHstraw imagers scan in 

search light mode, trading time for space.  
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Optical challenge
...this is exactly the situation we encounter

The input optic will be large in order to 
maximize the upper limit on resolution (‘high-
resolution’)

The angles involved will be large because the 
system will be ‘wide-field’

Understanding this difficulty in achieving the physical limit will be key...

Why?



Optical challenge
Every optical surface (mirror or lens) in an optical system 
deviates from ideal behavior and introduces an error 
(aberration) into how the system propagates light

Optical system design is the science/art of choosing elements so 
that the errors cancel to a high degree (perfect cancellation would 
achieve the physical limit of performance)

= (hopefully)

This error may be intentional (because the 
ideal shape may be too difficult to fabricate)...
...or it may result from manufacturing 
tolerances, material properties, etc.



Optical challenge
In theory, it should always be possible to find a combination that 
cancels to zero (to within manufacturing errors), however...
...the number of surfaces required to achieve cancellation to within 
the desired tolerance may quickly become uneconomical

22 years of Nikon lithographic lens 
evolution

2004 design (last shown) contains 25 
different, unique elements, each highly-
custom and expensive to manufacture

(Barely) feasible on scale of an entire 
semiconductor manufacturing facility



Optical challenge (solution)
Cancel the aberrations locally, rather than globally.

New optical design approach—Multiscale Optical Design

Shared input lens (“objective”) is large to set 
physical limit of resolution

Parallel array of secondary optics 
(“microcameras”) contain elements that 
cancel the aberrations in their local region. 
Simpler problem; fewer elements required.
(Largest aberration—field curvature—is 
eliminated via simple geometry).

If objective is sufficiently symmetric, each 
microcamera design is identical.



Optical challenge (solution)
Our solution—parallelization to avoid performance 

saturation—has proven itself in other arenas

Supercomputers used to increase performance by moving 
to ever more complicated vector processors
But that approach began to show performance saturation
Further improvements via complexity were cost 
prohibitive

Current approach is massive parallelization of 
relatively simple components 
Transition to new price/performance curve



Data management challenge



Data management challenge

‘High-resolution’ implies sampling finely;
‘Wide-field’ implies doing so over a large range

Gigapixel: 1 billion (109) pixels
8-bit imagery: 1 gigabyte (GB) per picture

‘Snapshot’ implies doing so quickly
10 frames/second: 10 GB/s (80 Gb/s) 



Data management challenge
So, from a data perspective, we’re facing10 GB/s (80 Gb/s)

A one terabyte (TB=1000 GB) hard drive fills 
in 1000 seconds—about 17 minutes

Would require in excess of 80 gigabit 
ethernet cables to carry the data stream

While there exist technologies with higher capacities, they 
quickly become uneconomical

And, it wouldn’t matter anyway, because...



Data management challenge
...the data management challenge also involves display

A typical HD display is about 2 megapixels. 
Would require approximately 500 to show 
the entire gigapixel image.

Tiled display walls exist, but only at a fraction 
of the required ~20x25 size

Again, one could consider technologies and approaches to 
overcome this, but not without becoming uneconomical.

And, it wouldn’t matter anyway, because...



Data management challenge

...even if one could economically display a one gigapixel 
image, we have created multiscale designs for systems 
that have up to 50 gigapixels!

To effectively meet the data management challenge, 
we must rethink what imaging means at these high 
resolutions and change how we interact with the 

systems and the resulting data. 



Data management challenge (solution)
View camera as datastream. 

Allow multiple users to interact with the datastream simultaneously.
User has (HD-display-sized) “window” into the camera data. Can pan/

zoom in real time.

User 1

User 2

User N

Deliver and store archival, full-resolution snapshots as storage and 
bandwidth allow.



Image formation challenge



Image formation challenge
The solutions to the optical and data management 

challenges create a new challenge—the image formation 
challenge

The acquired data is now a collection of 
individual, localized images that must be 
combined (‘composited’ or ‘stitched’) into a 
seamless whole...

Simulated microcamera images

...and the approach needs to be able to operate at the camera 
framerate, and the framework should be flexible enough to handle 
arbitrary zoom levels



Image formation challenge
Traditional image stitching approaches 
aren’t good matches to our problem

• Slow, because they don’t know how 
the pictures are related to each 
other

• ‘Warp’ or otherwise ‘adjust’ the 
image to make it more aesthetically-
pleasing (not quantitative)

• Perform poorly on our microcamera 
images
• Multiple cameras
• Images fade to black at edges, 

limited overlap



Image formation challenge (solution)
In a multiscale system, we have very precise information 
about how the images are related to each other—the 

microcameras are mounted in a rigid structure.

We should just assume we know precisely where each detector pixel 
goes in the final image (model-based approach). 

We’ll have to update our model periodically (thermal expansion, 
vibration), but we can amortize this computational cost across long 
periods of time. 

Even better, we can now take advantage of Map/Reduce, a distributed 
data-processing approach. 

The result should be very fast image stitching.



Image formation challenge (solution)
Map/Reduce is a distributed processing approach popularized by 
Google. Breaks an algorithm up into two steps, each of which can 

be parallelized to speed processing.

Not every algorithm can be converted to a Map/Reduce form. 
But we realized that model-based image stitching could be.



Image formation challenge (solution)
The ‘map’ step is just geometry. 

But what should we do for the ‘reduce’ step? 
How should we combine pixel values?

We use a Maximum-Likelihood Estimate 
(MLE) approach. 
It treats each pixel as an independent 
measurement (noise corrupted) of the 
‘true answer’. 
Lets us compute the most probable 
‘true answer’, which is what we put in 
the output image.
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Results in 
seamless stitching



AWARE-2



AWARE-2 prototype

• 226 identical microcameras around a 
central objective 

(98 as built)

• 2 gigapixels fully-populated
(1 gigapixel as built)

• 120° FoV (circular) fully-populated
(120° by 50° as built)



AWARE-2 prototype



AWARE-2 images



AWARE-2 images



AWARE-2 EDoF and HDR

Each microcamera has independent focus and exposure settings. This 
means we can take images that have extended depth of focus and high 

dynamic range. 



AWARE-10



AWARE-10 prototype

• 382 identical microcameras around a 
central objective 

• 10 gigapixels fully-populated

• 100°-by-60° FoV

• Color

• Roughly 2x improvement in 
resolution

• Reduction in volume, weight, and 
power

AWARE-2

AWARE-10

In construction now. 



AWARE-2 retrofit (updated optics, 
color sensors)



AWARE-2 retrofit (updated optics, 
color sensors)



AWARE-2 retrofit (updated optics, 
color sensors)



AWARE-2 retrofit (updated optics, 
color sensors)



AWARE-2 retrofit (updated optics, 
color sensors)



AWARE-2 retrofit (updated optics, 
color sensors)



AWARE-2 retrofit (updated optics, 
color sensors)



Wrap-up



So what?
Real-world, high-dimensional system that is near or at bleeding-edge 

of bandwidth and storage availability

Interesting questions regarding how to approach ‘data-stream’ view of 
image acquisition, formation, and display—especially when data 
acquisition is heterogeneous (varying focus, exposure, resolution, 

spectral band, etc.)

t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 t7 t8 t9 t10 ...
Frame buffer as currently viewed

t1 t2 f1 r1 f2 e1 r2 t3 ...
Frame buffer as heterogeneous data store



SMILE!


